Distributed control system offer many advantages compared to centralized system. There is at least two ways to distribute systems; partly and fully. With fully distribution there is some more benefits compared to partly one, but there are some extra demands for the used network protocol and the implementation requires good planning.
INTRODUCTION
Development of electronic and network systems has made possible to integrate more "intelligent" in mechanical component. Independent actuators (IA) and microprocessor controlled servosystems are introduced very widely by many manufacturers Figure 1 . The independent actuator includes all the hardware and software needed for motion control of single axis.
DISTRIBUTED MOTION CONTROL
Motion control using distributed control system has not been so widely presented especially in the area of machine automation. There are many reasons for that. Motion control needs experience from many areas. Synchronization and real time demands are problems that are difficult to solve. Those problems are mainly due to network. Protocol used in distributed control system should have deterministic behavior. Also protocol should be efficient enough thinking about real time operation, most of all event handling capability should be good. Master -slave protocols and object oriented protocols are mainly used. Token -bus protocol has too big event handling delay Master-Slave Structure (MS) Master-slave structure in distributed control system is mostly used. Master-slave structure is easy to form and also master-slave protocol has been widely available by many companies /6/, /7/, /8/.
In hierarchial system it is usually uncontrollable situation if master will be broken. So, masterbased control systems depend strongly on one node. Thinking about security this can be an additional risk. Needed number of transmission for updating all nodes is in host based system two times the number of nodes. The problem is that all processing that handle the control of whole machine have to be executed in one node, and that the same node have to control also the message sending in the system.
So the clear bottleneck in the system is then the master. Parallel processing can be used only partly with host based architecture.
Fully Distributed
System (FDS) In FDS not only the network control but also the control of the whole machine is distributed.
In the network there is not any master in the network that is controlling the system. All nodes are equal in pure fully distributed control system. Every node can send to another node. The expanding of the network is not so easy when FDS is used. Because every node is independent there is not so much need for efficient network. The need of network can be minimized with FDS. With FDS, the control of whole machine is distributed, and real parallel processing is possible. When distribution is used, is there need for network protocol.The network protocol should be deterministic and cheap. Also it should be available and efficient enought. Most of all event handling capability is important.
Thinking about these requirements are sc. vehicle networks proved to be very suitable. CAN (Controlled Area Network) is mostly used. Also other that kind of protocols are available, like ABUS, VAN, J1850 etc.,/9/. In our crane CAN -based network is used. There are many real time tasks that should be done simultaneously. These tasks are distributed different ways with different control architectures.
Master-slave (MS) With MS architecture only the control of actuator is distributed, so needed software in slave is not so big as with fully distributed system. The control of machine and syncronisation is done by master. In our solution control-loop of crane is executed so fastly (10 times/s), that more syncronisation is not needed with master-based system. There are not any collisions between messages with this architecture. So MSarchitecture is very deterministic. If crane should be connected to upper level is master natural connection point. With this kind of architecture should master have quit a big calculation capability. SYSTEM CONTROLLER Figure 6 . In partial distributed control system only the control of actuators are distributed. System controller, master, send orders to actuators and also follow the function of whole machine.
Fully distributed system (FDS)
In this architecture all nodes are principally equal. In one node is executed simultaneuosly at least three tasks. With 80C196 is this implemented with internal timers, that can cause interrupt on wanted time. Figure 10 . The function that one node should do in fully distributed control system Because the reliability is very important aspect in this case the software is located so, that single node is as intelligent as possible. System is controllable, even if one actuator node is destroyed.
Communication is more complex with FDS than with MS. CAN protocol support broadcast type transmission.
So transmission delays does not depends only on used baudrate and length of messages, but also an bussload.
Because there is not any single master, is it possible that two or more messages are transmitted on the same time. In simulated results CAN is proven to be fast enought, transmission take only 1% from total time per transmitted message if baudrate is 200 kb/s. Every node transmits two messages in every 100 ms. So total bussload is only 2% on used baudrate. Figure 11 . Machine control level
The control of machine means that machine can be moved in cartesian coordinate. User can move the head of the crane straight in x-direction, ydirection or z-direction. Also combination of those should be possible. Crane is controlled with the joystick.
Communication tasks
Communication task is very important part of software, excpecially with fully distributed control system. All common variables, objects, are updated through the network, it is important that this level is reliable and deterministic. CANprocessor can interrupt main -processor, when message is received. 
